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FOREWORD

By Rupin Mohan, Marketing Chairman, FCIA

It’s 2018, and Fibre Channel continues to remain the dominant SAN fabric protocol in
today’s data centers. Fibre Channel is deployed in 90 percent of the Fortune 1000 data
centers in the world and 80 - 90 percent of all All-Flash storage arrays are connected
to servers via Fibre Channel. The fact that Fibre Channel was built from the ground up,
and with an intense focus on enterprise storage array connectivity, gives the technology
a unique edge over other networking technologies in terms of rock-solid reliability,
unmatched performance and massive scalability.
The protocol was designed by an extremely talented team of engineers in T11 from the
stalwarts of storage companies in the industry. Today, I would estimate that 80 percent
of the protocol processing is done in the ASIC due to the deterministic nature of the
protocol. Every bit in every byte is spelled with a purpose in the protocol. This gives the
protocol its unique characteristics. For the past few decades, several challengers have
emerged, and folks have questioned if FC’s days are over. Well, we can comfortably say
that the truth is far from that.
As you will see from our roadmap, we have the next two generations of the technology
mapped out and technologists are diligently working on delivering the roadmap. We have
an excellent track record. NVMe over Fibre Channel (FC-NVMe) standard is published,
and we see products being announced and released in the market. The standards body
is working on the second version of FC-NVMe, which will greatly increase the reliability
and stability of NVMe over Fabrics with FC-NVMe. We discuss the design considerations
for FC-NVMe in the Solution Guide. Also, in this year’s Guide, you will learn about peer
zoning and target-driven peer zoning that greatly simplifies and automates zoning in
your FC SAN. You will also learn about FICON, and in the end, we close it with an article
on how to choose your SAN. I hope you enjoy the Guide.

www.fibrechannel.org
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2018 FIBRE CHANNEL SOLUTIONS GUIDE
– FCIA PRESIDENT INTRO

Mark Jones, FCIA President and Director of Technical Marketing, Broadcom Inc., ECD

After more than 20 years in the marketplace,
Fibre Channel (FC) continues to be the most
trusted Storage Area Network (SAN) connectivity
of choice in leading Data Centers. The ability to
reliably store and retrieve a company’s most
valuable asset, its data, is not to be taken lightly,
and wise organizations continue to trust this
technology because after more than 120 million
ports shipments1, Fibre Channel has proven that
it is a technology to be trusted. At this point in
2018, more than 43 million ports are estimated
to be in current service2 which also reflects on
Fibre Channel’s utility as much as its enduring
reputation for reliability.
This isn’t to say that the technology is stagnant far from it - in 2018 the Fibre Channel industry has
been active in developing technology standards
that advance performance and features to
ensure that it is the un-restricted conduit
between All Flash Array storage performance
and applications running on the latest generation
of high core-count multi-processor servers.
2018 will be known as the year of Gen 6 Fibre
Channel, with all major pieces of the server and
storage ecosystem now shipping 32GFC into the
marketplace in volume. This year, server vendors
released new servers based on Intel’s new Xeon
scalable processor technology, nearly all of
which are qualified for Gen 6 storage adapters.
All Flash array shipments have increased yearover-year by 54.7 percent according to analysts,
many of which are now shipping with Gen 6
Fibre Channel interfaces. The combination of the
latest generation of servers and All-Flash arrays
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connected with Gen 6 FC will enable storage
bandwidth starved application to accelerate like
never before. In fact, the combination of new
server and storage technology is proving to be
the catalyst that is driving the 32GFC speed
transition from previous speed transitions at a
rate faster than ever. The technical development
for Gen 7 Fibre Channel is also well underway
with the standard expected to be published in
2018, so we can expect the first 64GFC speed
products to ship during 2019.
In 2014, INCITS T11 began work on the FCNVMe standard that maps the Fibre Channel
protocol to the NVMe over Fabrics specification.
In 2017, we announced that the standard was
technically defined, and we are now proud to
say that INCITS has published the FC-NVMe
specification. This new standard promises to
increase network performance and lower latency
to NVMe native devices when compared to the
more traditional SCSI-based storage devices. In
July 2018 the FCIA held its third Plugfest focused
on the new FC-NVMe standards. These industry
test events have been critical to aid companies
in preparing their products for production, and
we are proud to say that for the first time endto-end NVMe over Fibre Channel server to
storage solutions are generally available in the
marketplace.
Earlier this year, T11 began work on the next
iteration of NVMe over Fibre Channel. This new
work project is named FC-NVMe-2. The current
FC-NVMe standard utilizes error recovery
practices consistent with the NVMe over Fabrics

specification - in the event of an unrecoverable
Transport error, the NVMe Transport connection
and association between the host and controller
should be terminated. A new association and
connection must be created before I/O can
proceed. FC-NVMe-2 adds Transport error
recovery at the Fibre Channel level to avoid
connection and association termination. These
enhancements bring the same level of reliability
to NVMe over Fabrics that traditional Fibre
Channel customers have come to expect.
The FC-NVMe-2 standard is expected to be
completed by the end of 2018.

After more than 20 years, the Fibre Chanel
industry continues to thrive. Driven by the FCIA
Fibre Channel roadmap, the industry continues
to develop new standards for increased speed
and features such as Gen 7 and FC-NVMe.
Interoperability and reliability are proven
attributes of the Fibre Channel technology
that are achieved by over 39 FCIA promoted
Plugfests. We look forward to engaging with our
end users via education and social media and
we look forward to advancing the Fibre Channel
industry for years to come.

Last year, we launched the FCIA Education
Committee in an effort to streamline our outreach
to Fibre Channel end users and developers
by presenting important topics involving Fibre
Channel technology via live webcasts. The
topics range from entry level education on
current Fibre Channel usage to advanced
topics and discussions on new advancements.
The live presentations are hosted on the FCIA
channel on BrightTALK3. The webcasts are
available for replay at your convenience as are
presentation downloads and Q&A notes at the
https://fibrechannel.org/webcasts/ link. We are
very excited to already have over thousands of
subscribers to the channel as well as a strong hit
rate on the offline materials.

1. “Dell’Oro estimates that more than 120M Fibre
Channel ports have shipped since 2001” – Q417
Dell’Oro Worldwide SAN Report.

______________________________________

2. “Given an estimated five year service life Dell’Oro
estimates that more than 43M Fibre Channel
ports may still be in service as of the end of 2017”
- Q417 Dell’Oro Worldwide SAN Report.
3. https://www.brighttalk.com/channel/14967/thefibre-channel-industry-association-fcia

In addition to the FCIA BrightTALK channel
we encourage everyone to join in on the
conversation with the FCIA by participating in
our various social media connections:
Twitter: https://twitter.com/FCIAnews,
handle is @FCIANews
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/
FCIAnews/
LinkedIn Company Page: https://www.
linkedin.com/company/fibre-channelindustry-association/
LinkedIn Group: https://www.linkedin.com/
groups/138758

www.fibrechannel.org
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THE 2018 FIBRE CHANNEL ROADMAP
Scott Kipp, Broadcom Corporation

When companies invest in a technology, they
want to know that they will get a return on their
investment for years to come. Fibre Channel has
had a very accurate roadmap for over a decade and
this document shows the past, present and future
of the Fibre Channel physical layer. Fibre Channel
has been progressing since 1996 by doubling the
data rate every few years and this roadmap shows
that the progression will continue far into the future.
Fibre Channel continues to outpace other physical
layer technologies like Ethernet and will continue
to surpass them in speed.
The ANSI INCITS T11.2 Task Group, the
standards body that defines Fibre Channel
speeds, is finishing 64GFC in 2018 like 50GbE.
64GFC runs 9 percent faster than 50GbE and
has been defined for a bit error ratio (BER) of
1E-15 that is 1,000 times better than Ethernet,
which has a 1E-12 BER. 64GFC products are
expected to ship in 2019. T11.2 is also working
on 128GFC that runs 9 percent faster than
100GbE. 128GFC is expected to be standardized
in 2021 with products shipping in 2022.The Fibre
Channel physical layer will continue to leverage
the developments in the Ethernet physical layer
and exceed them.
An accurate roadmap provides a reliable guide
for suppliers, manufactures and distributors of
products to plan their product development and
release cycles based upon the features and
timing of the technology migration reflected in
the roadmap, based on open standards that are
technically stable and complete. Some technology
developments outlined in reliable roadmaps are
required building blocks for product development.
For example, lasers in optical modules need to
be developed before the transceiver modules
can be developed that will eventually be used
in a switch or host bus adapter. With a solid
roadmap and standards, multiple companies can
develop products in parallel that will eventually
interoperate when they reach the market.
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FCIA’s Roadmap Committee produces the FCIA
Speedmap in concert with the ANSI INCITS T11.2
Task Group, the standards body that defines
Fibre Channel speeds. Since the FCIA meets at
the T11 meetings, and its roadmap committee
includes many of the key T11.2 standards
engineers, as well as key Fibre Channel supplier
technical engineering and marketing experts.
The resulting roadmap is the refined product of
an intense iterative process that pinpoints highly
attractive market propositions balanced with
sound engineering feasibility. The end result is an
official FCIA Speedmap and MRDs (Marketing
Requirement Documents) that become T11.2’s map
of speeds and timelines. The MRDs define sets of
features and benefits that are not only feasible within
the Speedmap timelines, but also results in actual
products delivered in the prescribed timeframe that
realize massive market success.
The Fibre Channel Industry Association’s
roadmap has helped the industry see the future
of Fibre Channel for over 15 years. Fibre Channel
has always had a clear road ahead where the link
speeds double every three to four years when the
speeds can be cost effectively doubled. Figure 1
shows the history of Fibre Channel speeds and
the future speeds after 2020.
Figure 1 shows how Fibre Channel originally used
only serial speeds for the first five generations.
These serial speeds have used the venerable Small
Form factor Pluggable (SFP) module. The 6th
generation of Fibre Channel, known as Gen6 Fibre
Channel, uses the SFP28 (an SFP that runs at
28Gb/s) for 32GFC as well as the Quad Small Form
factor Pluggable (QSFP28) module for 128GFC.
The T11 INCITS technical committee is finishing the
7th Generation of Fibre Channel speeds now, which
will continue this tradition with 64GFC in an SFP
and 256GFC in a QSFP. The project for the next
Generation of Fibre Channel that supports 128GFC
in the SFP is underway and is keeping pace with

Figure 1: Fibre Channel Speeds

Figure 2: Future Speeds for Fibre Channel

The physical layers of Fibre Channel and Ethernet
are marching at a similar pace now. While Fibre
Channel has continuously doubled speeds from
generation to generation, Ethernet used to grow by a
factor of 10 until 40GbE came along. 40GbE, which
is based on four lanes of 10G technology, broke
the 10X paradigm and opened the door to more
moderate steps in speed. Similar to technology
progressions like Moore’s law and storage capacity,
doubling of lane rates is the new norm. Individual
lanes can then be grouped together to form new
speeds. While Ethernet continues to use up to 16
lanes for 400GbE router applications, only 1X and
4X lanes are shown in the Fibre Channel Roadmap
because these are the only relevant speeds for
storage area networks (SANs).

100 Gigabit Ethernet (100GbE) in an SFP module.
The speed of Fibre Channel keeps doubling, so the
speed of 7th generation is 2**7 or 64GFC.
The Fibre Channel roadmap doesn’t stop there.
In Figure 2, the roadmap extends to Terabit Fibre
Channel (1TFC) – that’s almost 1,000 Gigabits
of data per second. Following the 1X/4X lane
paradigm, Fibre Channel and Ethernet plan to
double individual lane speeds repeatedly over
the next decade. With Fibre Channel’s focus on
storage in the data center, Fibre Channel will
continue to standardize speeds at approximately
the same time as Ethernet, but Fibre Channel
speeds will be 9 percent faster. While Fibre
Channel doubled speeds from 28Gb/s to 56Gb/s in
2017, Ethernet plans to double 25Gb/s to 50Gb/s
in 2018. The trend will continue with Fibre Channel
lanes doubling to 112Gb/s and then 224Gb/s.
When four lanes of these speeds are aggregated
the combined speeds will deliver almost a terabit/
second of data for what will be known as Terabit
Fibre Channel (1TFC).

Besides the roadmap, the FCIA Roadmap
subcommittee develops the MRD for new speeds
like 128GFC. Important elements defined in the
MRD include backward compatibility with previous
speeds. For instance, just like 1/2/8/16GFC, and
32GFC edge connectivity, 64GFC and 128GFC are
required to be backward compatible for at least two
generations. These speeds are auto-negotiated
with no user intervention required, - i.e., 32GFC
ports will automatically run at 8GFC and 16GFC,
whilst 64GFC will automatically run at 32GFC and
16GFC. 128GFC continues Fibre Channel’s long
history of ensuring total backward compatibility by
also operating at 32GFC or 64GFC. This important
level of backward compatibility has been and will
continue to be a major benefit in Fibre Channel’s
continued success.

While Fibre Channel standards are completed in
advance of products being released by at least a
year, some Ethernet products are released before
the Ethernet standard is ratified. This means that
Ethernet products of similar speeds are released
at about the same time as similar speed Fibre
Channel products. For example, 50GbE products
running at 53.125Gb/s and 64GFC products
running at 57.8Gb/s are both expected to be
widely available in 2019 for the first time. Highspeed Ethernet and Fibre Channel products are
basically running on similar physical layers.

www.fibrechannel.org

The Fibre Channel Roadmap has been
printed as a physical, folding roadmap and
an electronic version can be downloaded
at: "http://fibrechannel.org/roadmap.html.
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HOW NVMETM OVER FIBRE CHANNEL
IMPACTS SAN PRINCIPLES
Curt Beckmann, Broadcom Corporation
The availability of the NVMe standard has
radically changed the landscape for solid-state
storage, driving commoditization of the media
along with aggressive competition for density
and performance. This media revolution is
causing a secondary pair of disruptions in the
storage array space. The first disruption is the
move toward NVMe-based SSDs (rather than
SAS- or SATA-based SSDs) as the media of
choice on the All-Flash array back end. The
second disruption is a move toward NVMe
over Fabrics, and particularly NVMe over Fibre
Channel, as the emerging high-performance
protocol for accessing enterprise storage.
Both disruptions promise dramatically higher
performance, in terms of lower latency,
higher IOPS and higher bandwidth. Vendors
can offer support for NVMe SSDs as backend media usually without need for changes
to other elements of your SAN. Moving to
NVMe over Fibre Channel as the transport for
communicating to your arrays (as an alternative
to SCSI over Fibre Channel, often called FCP)
will also be smooth and straightforward, since
Gen 6 SANs and host bus adapters (HBAs)
support NVMe over Fibre Channel concurrently
with SCSI FCP. NVMe over Fibre Channel is
also supported by 16 Gbps SANs, which offers
SAN administrators flexibility in evaluating
NVMe over Fibre Channel, although Gen 6 is
a better choice for delivering the performance
benefits of NVMe in production environments.
As storage teams consider the benefits of NVMecapable storage arrays, many have questions
about whether this new transition will impact the
“best practices” with which they are familiar. The
good news is that NVMe technology, whether as
back-end array media or fabric transport protocol
on the front-end connecting hosts, does not
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significantly alter SAN principles, with one small
but important caveat. The caveat is that before
NVMe, SAN teams may have felt they had some
wiggle room in applying recommended best
practices. That is to say, the need for compliance
with best practices is even more important as
we begin adopting NVMe technologies in our
storage environments.
Let’s do a quick survey of some familiar SAN
principles in the context of NVMe.
End-to-end node speed alignment: A longtime best practice for Fibre Channel SANs
has been to limit port speeds differences to no
more than a factor of four. For example, a SAN
with 32-Gbps devices can include 16-Gbps
and 8-Gbps devices, but not 4-Gbps devices.
Larger speed differences, such as the 10x
difference between 10 GbE and 100 GbE, can
create head-of-line blocking when a fast target
responds to large read requests by sending
more frames into the fabric than the fabric can
quickly forward to a much slower initiator. When
this happens, the data frames pile up in the
fabric, hogging frame buffers and impeding the
flow of other traffic. With higher bandwidth (up
to 30 Gbps) and enhanced queuing of NVMe
SSDs, it is more important than ever to adhere
to this principle.
Storage traffic isolation: In situations where
there is a strong need to support mismatched
end nodes (either host or target), usually driven
by a need to support a legacy application, the
best practice is to isolate the traffic between the
end nodes involved. Your SAN infrastructure
should be capable of isolating traffic for this use
case. Like the others listed, this best practice
is not new, but it is likely to become more
applicable to older SCSI platforms over time as
storage volumes migrate to NVMe.

Use the latest fabric services: Almost since
the beginning of Fibre Channel SANs, fabricbased services running on switches have been
a cornerstone of interoperability. Indeed, the
choice to provide built-in fabric services (versus
external add-ons like DNS) has become a key
differentiator relative to other technologies.
This will continue to be the case as NVMe
over Fibre Channel adoption grows. The use
of fabric-based services ensures early multivendor interoperation of essential functions like
discovery, zoning and feature detection.

Granular monitoring: In our daily lives we
are all frequent consumers of best effort
networking, where things get flaky and the
solution is to “reboot and try again.” Perhaps
this is just reality for a consumer-grade, multifunction network, but imagine what customers
of your always-on storage network would say to
that! Fortunately, because your Fibre Channel
SAN is focused on storage, the economics
have encouraged a best practice of embedding
highly granular storage-aware monitoring tools
for detecting, understanding and resolving
minor anomalies before they grow into anything
disruptive. Multifunction commodity networks,
by contrast, are simply not in a position to offer
comparable diagnostic features across their
user space.

Full matrix, end-to-end storage qualification:
Another enduring best practice among top-tier
Fibre Channel vendors (and buyers issuing
requests for information) has been to insist
on full qualification of products across a large
matrix of SAN infrastructure and equipment
vendors. This testing proactively eliminates
most issues before deployment and therefore
delivering the reliability that FC promises, as
well as preparing all parties to promptly resolve
issues that occasionally arise after deployment.
Customers have come to expect and demand
this level of testing, ensuring a culture of “it’s
gotta just work” across the SAN industry. This
expectation is so ingrained that Fibre Channel
Plugfests are consistently fast-paced multivendor break-fix events hosted by the Fibre
Channel Industry Association (FCIA), instead
of choreographed one or two vendor beauty
contests that often occur in some adjacent
markets. The rise of NVMe over Fibre Channel
is a good time for all members of the Fibre
Channel community to remind ourselves that it
doesn’t matter how good it looks, it’s gotta just
work! And so, we all must demand and support
full matrix testing.

www.fibrechannel.org

Automation: As NVMe over Fibre Channel
brings new applications to the SAN, there is
a “new kid” on the SAN principles block; that
is, the rise of DevOps-driven agility and cloud
computing in the enterprise datacenter have
led to an increasing need for automation and
orchestration. Thus, the newest “best practice” is
to ensure that your SAN infrastructure supports
the development of process automation
through APIs, especially REST APIs based on
industry standard modeling mechanisms such
as NETCONF and Yang.
As mentioned earlier in this article, most of
these SAN principles are familiar. Indeed, these
concepts can become so ingrained that they are
like the water we swim in. But as we anticipate
a technology transition, such as the adoption
of NVMe over Fibre Channel, it behooves us
to take a step back and remember what we’re
about, and make sure that we consciously
consider all of the practices that have served
us well over the decades.
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FIBRE CHANNEL SAN AUTOMATION
AND ORCHESTRATION
Rupin Mohan, Director R&D and CTO Storage Networking, HPE
The IT world is moving toward Hybrid Cloud
Infrastructure. Customers in large numbers are
choosing applications that need to be deployed
on premise but need some interactions and/
or compute/data mobility with the cloud. Most
tech savvy IT managers are aware of pros and
cons of on-prem versus the cloud. Tier 0 and
tier 1 applications with sensitivity to application
up-time, failover disaster recovery, storage
replication requirements continue to be deployed
on premise in order to reduce business risk.
Cost of downtime for most businesses continues
to be very high. The cloud has certainly done
an excellent job in providing speed and agility to
customers. Cost advantages are debatable as
customers are realizing over time that the cloud
is not necessarily a cost-savings play. However,
the speed and agility that the cloud brings to
the table cannot be argued even with the best
debaters in town.
Customers are looking for automation and
orchestration for on-prem IT deployments including
storage and SAN. One of the most important tasks
SAN administrators perform in IT datacenters
with Fibre Channel infrastructure is SAN zoning.
The Fibre Channel Industry Association with T11
standards body has done some very innovative
technical work to bring speed and agility to Fibre
Channel. Let us explore more.
SAN plays a critical role in any data center by
providing access and connectivity between
storage arrays and servers via a dedicated
network. Fibre Channel (FC) has been the
dominant storage protocol that enjoys significant
market share within SAN deployments. FC gained
its popularity mainly because of its enterpriseclass performance, availability and security.
Fibre Channel zoning is one key feature that adds
to security and better management of the SAN
by providing necessary segregation and allowing
controlled communication among selected
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devices within a large fabric. However, configuring
zones still is a complex, tedious and error-prone
operation in a majority of SAN installations.
Therefore, there is a need for automating these
operations as much as possible to avoid human
errors and reduce potential SAN downtime.
Traditional zoning mechanisms have some
limitations, and to overcome these, users have to
create a large number of zones than necessary,
which makes configuration of zones even more
complex. To address these issues, the Fibre
Channel Standards Technical Committee T11
developed a new type of zoning known as peer
zoning. This has several advantages compared
to traditional zoning.
Peer zoning
As defined in Fibre Channel Generic Services
(FC-GS) standards, peer zoning is a new way of
enforcing zones in FC fabrics. By definition, peer
zones are identified by a zone name and consist
of principal members and peer members. As
defined in FC standards, in a peer zone, there
can be one or more principal members and
similarly one or more peer members. Peer zones
can coexist with traditional zones in the same
active zone set.

In a peer zone, by definition, communication
between a principal member and a peer member
is allowed, but communication is not allowed
between any two peer members.
Peer zones can be configured by switch
management tools or any device that has access
to switch via in-band protocol. FC-GS standards
define a set of three commands to read, add or
update, and remove a peer zone from the active
zone set. These commands are:
GAPZ—Get Active Peer Zone
•

This command is used to read peer zones
from the existing switch database.

Figure 1. Peer
zoning example

Target Driven Peer Zoning (TDPZ)
With simple peer zoning, zones still need to be
configured manually either using the switch CLI
or GUI, or some external management tool. The
standard defines a very cool way of automating
zoning driven by the storage array, target driven
peer zoning (TDPZ).

AAPZ—Add/Replace Active Peer Zone
•

This command is used to configure a new
zone or modify an existing zone.

RAPZ—Remove Active Peer Zone
•

This command is used to remove a zone
from an existing switch database.

With storage arrays implementing TDPZ, these
zones can be automatically created by the array
itself and thus avoid any zone pre-configuration
requirement before hosts can be provisioned
to the array. This significantly reduces the time
needed to configure SANs and also makes them
less error prone.

There are other commands, but these are the
three primary commands used for creation
modification, and removal of peer zones.
Benefits of peer zoning
With traditional zoning, one-to-many zoning is
not preferred, especially with one target and
many hosts being in the same zone. The reason
is that zoning permits communication between
all members including hosts/initiators, which
is unnecessary traffic that should be avoided.
Often, fabric disruptions cause unnecessary
change notification traffic that is irrelevant and is
a hindrance for a majority of the members in that
zone. To overcome this limitation, one-to-one (one
target and one initiator) zones are recommended,
but this quickly consumes valuable switch
resources internally and also results in the
creation of a large number of zones—resulting in
inefficiency and wastage of time.

Without TDPZ, it is a requirement that an
administrator must preconfigure zones on the
switch before configuring hosts and VLUNs on
the target side. With TDPZ, the user can now go
directly to the element manager of the storage
array (GUI/CLI) and start provisioning hosts to
the array ports. All that the user needs to do is
to ensure that peer zoning is enabled on the
switches before starting provisioning of hosts.
Another major advantage of TDPZ, with minor
extensions, is that users can read and display
zones right from the storage array without going
to the switch or any other management tool.

Peer zoning avoids all of these issues and at the
same time, permits configuring one-to-many type
zones as shown in Figure 1. In this example, there
is one target port (T1) and multiple hosts (H1, H2,
H3, H4, H5 and H6) that are part of the same zone.
Here, communication is only allowed between a
host and the target (storage array) but not between
any two hosts. Similarly, any disturbance due to
one of the host ports is only restricted to the target
port and the rest of the host ports is shielded from
receiving irrelevant traffic and change notifications.

In summary, peer zoning provides all of the
benefits of initiator-based zoning (the most
commonly used type) with less number of zones
and optimal use of switch resources.

www.fibrechannel.org

Summary
Customers can automate and orchestrate their
SAN zoning in their data centers using peer zoning
and TDPZ. This can result in a significant OPEX
and time savings for them, depending on the size
of their SAN due to the fact that number of zones
created in their SAN is much lower number, plus the
automation driven by TDPZ reduces the amount of
time admins spend creating and managing SAN
zoning during the lifecycle of the datacenter. Peer
zoning and TDPZ, are clear examples of FCIA
and T11 listening to customers pain points and
complexities and their solving problems.
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FICON – WELL, ISN’T THAT SPECIAL?

Patty Driever, IBM Corporation, Howard Johnson, Broadcom Corporation

Since its introduction in 1994, Fibre Channel has
become well recognized as the leading technology
choice for storage attachment - it delivers superior
scale, reliability, dependability and manageability.
That much is pretty obvious. What’s not so obvious
is that in the late 1990s, when Fibre Channel was
evolving, the S/390 mainframe architects realized
that this technology would provide an excellent
“next” underlying transport for mainframe I/O,
replacing the technology being used at that time
known as ESCON.
With Fibre Channel as the underlying transport,
work began in the INCITS T11 standards body
to define a protocol mapping that addressed the
particular needs of the mainframe:
1. Predictable and superior performance
even with increased distances between the
server and storage devices, and
2. Enhanced reliability, availability, scalability
and security, beyond what is provided by
Fibre Channel natively to all ULPs.
Described as the Fibre Channel “Single-Byte
Command Code Sets Mapping Protocol,” this
new protocol became known to the industry as
FICON (Fiber Connection), and is the industry
standard upper level protocol mapping of
the mainframe S/390 architecture over Fibre
Channel links.
Fibre Channel with Umpf!
Enterprise class I/O performance is more than
just a measure of the data transfer rate on a
single link. It also includes efficiencies built into
the Upper Layer Protocol (ULP) for the exchange
of commands and data. An example of this is how
the S/390 (mainframe) I/O architecture works in
conjunction with the FICON protocol to allow
an application to pass a series of commands
(possibly thousands) that include a mixture
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of read and write operations to the HBA with
a single invocation from the host. In addition,
FICON allows a host to access non-contiguous
portions of a disk in a single I/O operation. These
characteristics of FICON improve application
work efficiency, which is the ultimate purpose.
When it comes to scale, FICON leverages
and extends the value of the mainframe I/O
subsystem to uniquely provide extreme levels of
virtualization and sharing. Even in an I/O intensive
workload environment, the host processors
are able to focus their time and energy on the
business logic of the workload, while the I/O
subsystem and FICON HBAs handle the tasks
of path selection and I/O operation initiation,
execution and completion.
The most significant growth in both I/O rates
and throughput for FICON has come from
the definition of a new mode of operation,
called Transport Mode. The architecture of the
original mode, known as Command Mode, was
more closely modeled after its predecessor
ESCON, while Transport Mode encapsulates
I/O operations in a way that allows it to take
advantage of the same special hardware assists
and firmware accelerators built into Host Bus
Adapters (HBAs) for Fibre Channel Protocol
(aka ‘SCSI over Fibre Channel’).
Traditional mainframe environments involve
complex SANs that span multiple sites, configured
for high availability and disaster recovery. As
a result, optimizing performance at distance is
a key concern for FICON. Fibre Channel has
some built-in mechanisms for handling distance,
including flow control mechanisms such as
buffer-to-buffer credits between neighboring
endpoints (Ed: FCIA has a fantastic webinar on
long-distance Fibre Channel that you can watch
at fibrechannel.org).

FICON goes even further. Since FICON allows
you to pipeline multiple command and data
frames between host and storage endpoints
without having to wait for the status after each
command, a feature called IU (Information
Unit) Pacing is used to prevent over-running
the endpoints. IU Pacing support includes a
particularly unique feature that dynamically
adjusts for distance.

With the advent of Transport Mode some
additional
resiliency
mechanisms
were
added. One such mechanism allows storage
controllers to request a temporary “pause” of
work requests in order to enable concurrent
firmware updates, and a second mechanism
allows a host to interrogate the state of an
existing I/O operation to facilitate the reliable
detection of “lost initiative” situations.

A Reliable Source
Fibre Channel provides various means to
ensure the integrity of both the physical link itself
and the communications flowing over the link,
yet built into FICON are additional measures to
ensure an even higher level of integrity required
for the most sensitive enterprise operations that
run on mainframes.

What’s So Special?
Mainframe environments require special
characteristics to achieve the reliability,
availability, scalability and security that
customers demand. Fibre Channel captures
these characteristics in the FC-SB architecture
and the FICON transport defines a system with
superior abilities to share IO across multiple
systems, maintain application performance
over distance, insure data integrity and security,
and provide optimal protocol efficiency. It’s
this combination of characteristics that makes
FICON so special

Again, because FICON supports pipelining of
commands and data, it provides mechanisms
to help associate responses with the multiple
commands sent. And because the integrity
of data is of utmost concern in mainframe
applications, FICON provides its own end-toend Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) on top of
the link CRC that is part of the Fibre Channel
frame-signaling specification.
Fibre Channel provides an option that fabrics
may deploy (known as High Integrity Fabrics)
to provide security measures regarding switch
membership in the fabric, notifying hosts when
cables/routes are changed. FICON channels
require these measures to be in place in any
fabric to which they attach.
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CONSIDERATIONS SELECTING A FABRIC
FOR STORAGE AREA NETWORKS
Tom Kolniak, Sr. Director of Marketing, ATTO Technology
The choice between using Fibre Channel (FC)
or other protocols is dictated by several factors,
one of them being whether a dedicated SAN
is required and/or desirable. Ethernet SANs
are implemented in the context of a converged
network or at the minimum sharing of switch
ports for multiple use cases. Although, we see
a rampant use of dedicated iSCSI fabrics also.
FC networks are always utilized as dedicated
SANs. For some use cases a dedicated SAN
is not an option. In others, the mission critical
nature of the application alone justifies a
dedicated SAN.
The protocol and fabric selection criteria include:
•

How critical is application reliability
and uptime?

•

How many application instances need to
access the shared storage simultaneously?

•

What are the storage performance needs
of each application instance?

•

How much latency is acceptable?

•

Will jitter affect the performance of the
application?

Other important criteria include packet delivery
reliability, cost and adoption.
Comparing the Various Fabric and
Protocol Choices
While comparing the various protocols in an
absolute sense is highly dependent on the
properties of the network components, some
general statements can be made. Since FC
networks are dedicated SANs, FC is generally
better in reliability, performance and latency.
Below is a brief overview of the principal,
existent SAN technologies.
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As a dedicated storage network, FC SANs
provide significantly better performance and
reliability in most “real world” use cases than
Ethernet-based alternatives. FC SANs are
highly scalable and are immune to network
congestion, enabling FC SANs to be built
with thousands of nodes without impacting
throughput, latency or jitter. These factors
simplify both the performance optimization and
the addition of storage to FC SANs, tasks that
are significantly more difficult to accomplish on
converged Ethernet networks due to the need
to constantly retune the network as workloads
change and/or storage is added.
Ethernet/iSCSI
iSCSI has use cases where cost for shared
storage is the driving factor, and where
performance and data delivery reliability are
not critical. Throughput and jitter can depend
on various factors including complex network
settings, type of NICs and switches and
topologies. The simplest network topologies,
and yes dedicated iSCSI fabrics, usually fare
better. While the theoretical scale of Ethernet
is unlimited, iSCSI over Ethernet networks
can start to experience congestion and “noisy
neighbor” issues well before they reach even
half of their theoretical throughput. These issues
can negatively impact the actual throughput by
causing retries which reduce network capacity
(even on 100GbE networks) and reliability
for storage applications. Dedicated Ethernet
SAN’s have better performance characteristics
for storage connectivity.

NVMe over Fabric Protocols
One new set of emerging protocols for converged
networks are the various flavors of NVMe over
Fabrics(NVMe-oF). These protocols include
NVMe over Fibre Channel (FC-NVMe, NVMe
over RDMA over Converged Ethernet (NVMeoRoCE), and NVMe over TCP (NVMe-oTCP)
for Ethernet. FC-NVMe runs on standard FC
networks and has all of the advantages inherent
in a dedicated SAN, including reduced latency.
The primary issue with all NVMe over Ethernet
protocols is the relative immaturity of the larger
storage ecosystem, and overall maturity of the
protocol for shared storage. Technologists are
diligently working on these protocols in various
standards bodies, it’s just a matter of time.

For enterprise applications where the size of
the SAN is in the hundreds or even thousands
of ports, or where application instances require
both high throughput and low latency, FC
SANs continue to be the most reliable storage
network and the lowest risk choice. The ability
to scale and grow FC SANs without impacting
performance is a key value prop. Because FC
SANs are dedicated to storage traffic, they
can consistently provide high throughput, low
latency and extremely low jitter. FC-NVMe
offers higher reliability compared to NVMe
based Ethernet protocols as customers can
deploy FC-NVMe using their already existing
FC SAN’s that they have deployed in their
data centers.

Picking the Right SAN
The choice of a fabric and protocol for a SAN
can have a significant effect on application
performance and availability. NVMe-based
Ethernet protocols offer performance that
approaches FC with lower CapEx and OpEx
costs, but the effect non-storage traffic can
have on network congestion may impact
performance and reliability of the SAN, thereby
affecting application reliability and uptime. The
availability and maturity of NVMe over Fabric
storage arrays and appliances must be kept in
mind as well.
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